
 

  



Apps that can help you 

Helpful Apps that are free to download 

ClearFear 
available in Google Play store. It has lots of 

helpful tips and information to help you 
 

Molehill 

Mountain 
another useful app for managing anxiety 

 

Wysa 

Happiness 

Chabot 

helpful app for a calm mind 

 

Mindshift app with strategies for everyday anxiety 

 

Smiling Mind 
app with mindfulness meditation aimed for 7-18yr 

olds 
 

Reflectly app for a personal journal 
 

Happy not 

perfect   

app for meditation & mindfulness with lots of 

activities to shift your focus  

Meetwo 
App which provides teenagers with a neutral 

space and excellent peer support, expert help, 

inbuilt educational and creative resources.   

Change4Life 
App which aims to help families to make small, 

sustainable yet significant health improvements 

to their diet and activity levels  

 
  



Websites that can help you 

www.admin@nopanic.org.uk 

has a helpline 0330 606 1174 that is open to young people (13-20 

years) between 3-6pm Mon to Fri and 6-8pm Sat.  

www.childline.org.uk 

has a help line (0800 1111) open 24 hours a day  

www.themix.org.uk 

is a Freephone line (0808 808 4994) that is open 4pm-11pm daily  

https://www.headstogether.org.uk/ 

has the Samaritans Freephone helpline that is open to everyone 

24/7 if urgent help is need. 

For immediate help – can text the word „SHOUT‟ to 85258 

anytime   
https://www.giveusashout.org/ 

has a free text service (85258) open 24 hours a day  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/support  

is a website offering lots of useful information regarding exams 

and revision; further education in college/university and life & 

wellbeing  
https://www.mind.org.uk/ 

Provides advice and support to empower anyone experiencing a 

mental health problem.  Lots of links to other support 

organisations  
https://www.kooth.com/ 

A website that is free, safe and anonymous for young people.  

Chat online to someone Mon-Fri (12pm-10pm) and Sat-Sun (6pm-

10pm)  

https://www.nhs.uk/change4life 

This is a website that aims to help young people and their families 

to make small, sustainable yet significant health improvements to 

their diet and activity levels  

 

http://www.admin@nopanic.org.uk/
http://www.childline.org.uk/
http://www.themix.org.uk/
https://www.headstogether.org.uk/
https://www.giveusashout.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/support
https://www.mind.org.uk/
https://www.kooth.com/
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life


Books that can help you 

Books that may be useful  
(all available on Amazon) 

Title Author 

Anxiety Survival Guide for Teens 

 

Jennifer Shannon 

The Anxiety Workbook for Teens 

 

Lisa Schab 

Mindfulness for Teen Anxiety 

 

Christopher Willard 

Finding Audrey 

 

Sophie Kinsella 

What must you think of me 

 

Emily Ford 

The little book of Inner Peace 

 

Ashley Davis Bush 

Start where you are 

 

Meera Lee Patel  

Anxiety Rebalance – All the answers for 

teens 
 

Carl Vernon 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Talisman 

A reporter once asked Barack Obama, President of the USA at the time, what 

was in his pocket.  This is a favourite question amongst journalists, and is 

reported to have been asked originally of President Abraham Lincoln during the 

19th century. 

 

President Obama responded that he had a pocketful of charms – a rosary, given 

to him by the Pope; a tiny Buddha, given to him by a Buddhist monk; a lucky 

poker chip; and a small Coptic cross from Ethiopia.  He is reported to have said 

that reaching into his pocket and touching the charms kept him grounded. 

 

With the same intention, I often recommend to clients that they keep a small 

stone or trinket nearby.  First, they select the object; and second, they imbue 

it with a trait.  After that, they find that touching this talisman provides an 

immediate sense of comfort. 

 

Try it for yourself –  

 Select a special talisman – a stone, trinket or other small object – as a 

portable physical symbol, that gives you comfort or reminds you to control 

and collect yourself. 

 Place it in a spot that is accessible to you.  Consider your pocket, a purse or 

backpack or a desk drawer. 

 Spend a moment each day holding your talisman in your hand.  Let it be a 

literal touchstone to remind you of your strength, your passion, your purpose 

and your ever present opportunity to pause intentionally and ground yourself.  

Let this simple object transport you to your centre, where inner peace truly 

resides. 

  



Give Your Brain a Break 

This technique will relax your mind and calm those butterflies in your tummy. 

 Sit at your desk with your hands loosely in your lap and your feet flat on 

the floor. 

 Close your eyes. 

 Think of a small pond.  It could be one that you know, or you can imagine 

one. 

 Think of yourself standing by the pond. 

 Sniff the air.  What can you smell?  Newly mown grass? Scented flowers? 

 Pick up a smooth pebble from the ground at your feet.  Notice its 

smoothness against your skin. 

 Throw it gently into the water. 

 Hear the little splash it makes. 

 See the water splash upwards. 

 Watch the water close over the pebble as it sinks. 

 Watch the rings of ripples spreading out and vanishing. 

 Watch the water become smooth again. 

 Watch the butterflies fluttering across the smooth water. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What are three thoughts that made 
you smile today? 



Breathing Exercises 

 Ask your children to imagine they are picking up a big mug of hot 

chocolate (if they don‟t like hot chocolate they can imagine it is hot 

squash, tea, coffee, whatever hot drink they enjoy). 

 Imagine the warmth of the drink in your hands; you can close your eyes 

if you like. 

 Now hold your drink up to your mouth but don‟t drink, just take a big 

smell of your hot chocolate. 

 Breathe out slowly enjoying the smell of your hot chocolate. 

 Take several big deep smells of your drink and slowly breathe out as 

though you are cooling your drink. 

 When you are ready imagine you are taking a sip: Is it cool enough to 

drink? Can you feel the warmth of the hot chocolate in your mouth? Can 

you feel it moving through your chest and down into your stomach? 

 You can repeat these steps as many times as you like. 

 It is such a simple process but by focusing on their breathing the 

children are calming themselves down immediately. They are also using 

their imaginations, something which is so important for children‟s 

development and creativity. 

 

 

 



 

 

List your sources of the following: 

Happiness 
 
 
 

Love 
 
 
 

Courage 
 
 
 

Friendship 
 
 
 

Strength 
 
 
 

Laughter 
 
 
 
 



Breath counting 

This technique can be used in conjunction with anchoring or on its own.  

Anchor first. On your next in-breath, count up to 6 as you breathe all the way 

in, and then on the out-breath, count up to 10 as you breathe all the way out. 

This technique has the effect of lengthening both the in-breath and the out-

breath, slowing down your breathing. It also lengthens the out-breath more 

than the in-breath, forcing you to release more carbon dioxide, slowing your 

heart rate, calming you down and restoring emotional equilibrium. 

Make sure you fit the numbers to your breath and not the other way around. If 

6 and 10 don‟t work for you, find another ratio that does, as long as the out-

breath is at least two counts longer than the in-breath. If it‟s too hard to 

continue breathing while counting, count for one full breath, then take one 

normal breath and count the next one. 

If you feel very panicked and can‟t manage the counting, say “in” to yourself as 

you breath in, and “out” as you breathe out fully, trying to elongate the out-

breath. Then again, say “in” on the in breath etc. Keep going for at least one 

minute but go for as long as you need.  

I have used this technique very successfully myself to ward off impending panic 

attacks in the middle of the night. 

 

 



Wisdom Words 

There was once a king who sought a phrase – a mantra that could advise and 

guide him.  He called upon all the wise people in his land, asking them for the 

perfect words that would be a compass for every circumstance, in every place 

and time. 

 

One of the wise men bought him a ring inscribed with the phrase “This Too 

Shall Pass”.  The king kept the ring and reflected upon the inscription when he 

was in triumph, so that his ego was not too large.  When he was in trouble, he 

read and reflected on the words, so that his heart was not too heavy.  These 

words did, in fact, provide a guiding light for him as he ruled the land. 

Both Eastern & Western traditions use a “Mantra” – a word or phrase – as the 

object of meditation or prayer, and to offer a focal point, an anchor for 

contemplation. 
 

 Sit comfortably and close your eyes. 

 Summon the words “This Too Shall Pass”. (You may want to imagine the words 

written on a vast expanse of sky, or simply hear them on your breath. 

 When you become aware that your mind is drifting, return to repeating the 

words “This Too Shall Pass”. 

 After a few minutes, reflect on the 

meaning of the words and how the truth is 

manifest in your life. 
 

Everything is changing all the time.  The 

problems of your present will eventually fade 

to the past.  And the joys you experience will 

change over time too.  Coming to understand 

that “This Too Shall Pass” helps you form a 

foundation of composure. 

 



Finger breathing 

Finger breathing is another version of breath counting.  

Hold one hand in front of you, palm facing towards you.  

With the index finger of your other hand, trace up the outside length of your 

thumb while you breath in, pausing at the top of your thumb and then trace it 

down the other side while you breath out. That‟s one breath.  

Trace up the side of the next finger while you breathe in, pause at the top, and 

then trace down the other side of that finger while you breathe out. That‟s two 

breaths.  

Keep going, tracing along each finger as you count each breath. When you get 

the end of the last finger, come back up that finger and do it in reverse. 

This practice gives you something visual to focus on and something kinaesthetic 

to do with your hands as well as focusing on counting & your breathing. It‟s very 

useful when there is a lot going around you and it‟s hard to just close your eyes 

and focus inwards. It‟s also a very easy technique to teach teenagers and kids.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

List three traits you’d like others to 
see in you. 



Shifting Focus Techniques 

There are 5 steps to take to help create progress towards finding 

symptom reduction and/or relief.  Taking these 5 steps might not be 

overnight magic but can significantly help reduce symptoms of 

anxiety, trauma triggers, and other unwanted emotions or thoughts.  

With any type of trigger, emotion, or thought that needs coping 

skills, it is important to always remember the breath! Like in yoga, 

slow, deep, long breathing can help maintain a sense of calm or help 

return to a calmer state.  Start with deep breathing as the 

introduction to any coping skill. Breathe in for 5 seconds, hold the 

breath for 5 seconds, and breathe out for 5 seconds. Continue this 

pattern until you find your thoughts slowing down or until necessary.  

I suggest at least 5 rounds of these sets but more is of course 

allowed and encouraged. After you are able to find your breath, go 

through the numbers in order to help ground yourself in present 

thinking through external factors: 

5: Acknowledge FIVE things you see around you. Maybe it is a bird, 

maybe it is pencil, maybe it is a spot on the ceiling, however big or 

small, state 5 things you see. 

4: Acknowledge FOUR things you can touch around you. Maybe this is 

your hair, hands, ground, grass, pillow, etc, whatever it may be, list 

out the 4 things you can feel. 

3: Acknowledge THREE things you hear. This needs to be external, do 

not focus on your thoughts; maybe you can hear a clock, a car, a dog 



park. or maybe you hear your tummy rumbling, internal noises that 

make external sounds can count, what is audible in the moment is 

what you list. 

2: Acknowledge TWO things you can smell: This one might be hard if 

you are not in a stimulating environment, if you cannot automatically 

sniff something out, walk nearby to find a scent. Maybe you walk to 

your bathroom to smell soap or outside to smell anything in nature, or 

even could be as simple as leaning over and smelling a pillow on the 

couch, or a pencil. Whatever it may be, take in the smells around you. 

1. Acknowledge ONE thing you can taste. What does the inside of 

your mouth taste like, gum, coffee, or the sandwich from lunch? 

Focus on your mouth as the last step and take in what you can taste. 

These five steps are a way to ground yourself in the NOW! Take you 

out of your head and help stop you flooded thoughts. 

In Cognitive Behavioural Therapy it is believed that your thoughts are 

directly linked to how you feel and although we feel like we lose 

control of our thought processes, we have tools that can help us gain 

back a sense of control and lead to healthier thought patterns. 

In moments of anxiety or triggered trauma it is important to stay 

present focused to help find symptom relief. Hopefully this coping 

technique can help you or someone you know stay present, stay 

grounded, and stay healthy. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What are your three most frequent 
thoughts? 

What do you wish they would be? 



Grounding Techniques 

Grounding techniques provide powerful methods for increasing your awareness 

of your body. These exercises offer a diverse range of health benefits. 

Earthing is a grounding exercise that refocuses your connection to the Earth. 

The more rooted you are in your body, the less stress and anxiety you 

experience.  

Try to think about different things, almost like playing mental games, for 

example:  count backwards in 7s from 100, think of 10 different animals, 10 

blue things, one animal or country for each letter of the alphabet, say the 

alphabet slowly, say the alphabet backwards etc. 

Carry a grounding object with you.  Some people carry a stone or other small 

object, perhaps which has personal meaning, to comfort and touch when you 

need to. 

1. Cover Your Crown 

I don‟t fully understand why this grounding 

exercise is so effective, but it almost 

always works. When you are ungrounded, 

place one hand over the crown your 

head. That‟s it. If it helps, close your eyes 

to avoid distractions. 

Time: 30 seconds to 1 minute. 



2. Stand Like a Tree 

 

We discussed this powerful grounding technique in a previous 

guide to an ancient standing meditation. 

Stand with your feet parallel and at least shoulder‟s width 

apart. Keep your head floating above your body, chin tucked, and spine 

straight. Rest your hands at your side or place them over your navel. 

Sink all of your body‟s weight and tension into your feet (without collapsing your 

posture), allowing it to be absorbed into the ground. To support this grounding 

process, imagine roots growing out the bottom of your feet, extending deep 

into the ground beneath you. 

Time: 1 minute to 10 minutes. 

 

3. Earthing Visualization 

Feel the ground beneath you and centre yourself. Now, 

focus on your heart. 

Become present with the energy of life emanating from 

your heart. Now, imagine the centre of the Earth. It could 

be a magma core, a circle of light, or whatever comes to mind. 

Next, visualize a curved beam of light or energy going from your heart down to 

the Earth‟s core. A complementing curved energy beam extends from the core 

to your heart (completing a pointed oval). Feel the connection between your 

heart and the Earth‟s core. 

Time: 2 to 5 minutes. 

https://scottjeffrey.com/zhan-zhuang/
https://scottjeffrey.com/center-yourself/


  

 

MOVING BACKWARDS THROUGH 
TIME…. 

Remember yourself as a child.  
What piece of advice would you 

give your future self? 



Compassion 

One day a Native American grandfather was talking to his grandson.  He said, “There are 

two wolves fighting inside all of us – the wolf of fear & hate, and the wolf of love & 

compassion. 

 

The grandson listened, then looked up at his grandfather and asked, “Which one will win?” 

 

The grandfather replied, “The one we feed.” (Native American story) 

 

Self-compassion is the art of being kind, loving, tender and accepting to oneself.  It is an 

essential foundation for well-being and is a vital skill for peaceful living.  However, most 

people are incredibly hard on themselves, both in their thoughts (self-critical and 

judgemental) and in their behaviour (self-sabotaging and destructive).  They find it difficult 

to be kind towards themselves.  In fact, in our society we often confuse self-compassion with 

selfishness or weakness.  Furthermore, we tend to prize stoicism and sacrifice over self-

nurturing. 

 
Yet, ironically, when we have self-compassion, we develop the ability to have compassion 

for others.  When we really love ourselves and direct a tender kindness towards our own 

foibles, struggles and needs, we feel increasingly connected to other beings.  Ultimately 

when we step onto the pathway of self-compassion, we find that it radiates and 

reverberates, becoming a gateway to more compassion for others throughout the world. 

 

  



 

 

My hardest challenge in the past year 

How I overcame it 

 

My biggest current challenge 

How I can overcome it 

 



 

Gratitude 
Gratitude is a fast track to happiness.  Why?  Because our mind becomes what it rests 

upon.  If we allow our mind to rest upon all our troubles, all our stresses, all of the 

“weeds” in our life, then it will grow troubled and agitated.  However, if we train our 

mind to notice our blessings, all of the “flowers” in our life, then it will become more 

satisfied and grateful. 

The mind is like a torch, shining on either the sorrows or the joys, the problems of the 

solutions.  Fortunately, we hold the torch and get to choose where to shine it. 

Gratitude is not just a state of being – it‟s a habit.  And like any habit, it require 

training.  When we train our mindto dwell in gratitiude regularly, we will also dwell in 

greater peace.  One method is described below. 

 

INSTALL THE POSITIVE 

This technique, with the addition of soothing alternate tapping, is inspired by the 

practice of “Taking in the Good”, (developed by neuropsychologist Rick Hanson).  

Together, they work to imprint gratitude into your neural networks so that, over time, 

the temporary state of being thankful becomes a sustained trait of living in gratitude. 

Before bedtime, sit down and take a moment to intentionally remember between one and 

three things that happened in your day and for which you are grateful.  The following 

procedure helps you to re-experinece the memory, and not simply list it. 

 One at a time, bring to mind each event, occurrence or situation that you are 

recalling. 

 Continuously tap right and left on your legs, as you summon details about the memory 

– colours, words, sounds, faces, feelings. 

 Hold the memory in your mind and allow it to expand within you, filling your body with 

a sense of gratitude (keep tapping on your legs as you do this: right, left, right, left). 

 Imagine that you are a sponge and are soaking up this feeling of gratitude, letting it 

saturate your body.  Continue to tap your legs gently. 

 Hold this feeling for at least 20 seconds, filling yourself with the sensation of 

gratitude. 



 



 


